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Fermat’s Principle :

How does light travel?
Fermat (1662): the path of a light ray between two points must be
such that the travel time is a minimum.
[Fermat’s Principle]

Pour. . . trouver la véritable raison de la réfraction. . . si nous
voulions employer dans cette recherche ce principe si commun et si
établi, que la nature agit toujours par les voies les plus courtes, nous
pourrions y trouver facilement notre compte.

In modern language, the principle says light rays follow geodesics
when light travels through a medium with variable refractive index.
(Refractive index of inhomogeneous, anisotropic medium ∼ Riemannian metric.)



Light is an electromagnetic wave... (Maxwell 1862)

Mathematical description of waves, at least to first
approximation, is the same in many different settings.

� The scalar wave equation is :

�u = (
∂2

∂t2 −∆)u = 0, ∆ =
d�

j=1

∂2

∂x2
j
.

It describes sound waves, small amplitude water waves, etc.

� A close relative is the Schrödinger equation (especially in
the ”semi-classical” setting � → 0):

�
i
∂t v − �2

2
∆v = 0 .



The Wavefront Set

What about Fermat’s last principle for a wave ? An elegant answer comes
from studying the regularity of solutions to the wave equation.

Definition: A point belongs to the singular sup-
port of a function f if there is no neighbourhood
of this point on which f is smooth.
The WAVEFRONT measures where f is singular
and in what direction ξ.

Theorem: [Duistermaat, Hörmander, Lax, Ludwig, etc]
For a solution to the wave equation on R× Ω, the wavefront
propagates along geodesics inside the light cone.
Fermat vindicated !



Boundaries

Say we impose Dirichlet boundary conditions on wave equation ⇒
what happens to the wavefront set that reaches the boundary of an
obsctacle ?

� Case I. Transverse reflection: a ray reflects according to
”angle of incidence equals angle of reflection”, just like a billiard
ball [Chazarain, 1973].



� Case II. Tangency to a strictly convex obstacle: can a
ray carrying energy, tangent to a convex obstacle, stick to
the boundary and re-release it near the ”shadow region” or
does it simply pass by ?

Theorem: ([Hargé & Lebeau], 1994 - Keller’s conjecture for C∞ boundary)

The decreasing rate in the shadow region is like e−Cλ1/3

(λ ∼ frequency).



Diffraction ???

� Huygens: every point on the obstacle acts as a new point source.

� Keller: the shadow region is reached by rays that are ”creeping” on the
boundary surface following boundary geodesics.

� The light coming from points on the circumference of the obstacle
and going to the centre of the shadow travel exactly the same
distance and give rise to a bright spot at the shadow’s center.



Case II. Wavefront in the exterior to a convex obstacle

Singularities of the fundamental solution to the wave equation:

� (part of) a circular front of directly propagated singularities
� a curved front of singularities reflected off the obstacle in

accordance with Snell’s law.

NO singularities behind the obstacle in the ”shadow region”
(consequence of the parametrix construction of [Melrose & Taylor]).



� Inside a parabola : the wave shrinks in size at the focus and its L∞

norm increases.



� Case III. Propagation inside a strictly convex: (any small
piece of geodesic tangent to ∂Ω is exactly tangent at order 2 and
lies outside Ω).

In this case, highly - multiply reflected rays and their limits.

� the wave shrinks in size between two consecutive
reflections and its maximum increases.



Case III. WF with swallowtail and cusp singularities
The ”sphere” of radius t (∼ WAVEFRONT) soon degenerates
and develops singularities in arbitrarily small time

� arbitrarily large number of cusps and swallowtails.



� Case IV. Higher order tangency, NO convexity:

In this case, if the ray has infinite order tangency with the
boundary, even deciding what should be the continuation of a
ray striking the boundary is difficult...

Example of [Taylor, 1976] of many possible continuations of a given ray
that hits ∂Ω with infinite order tangency.



How do boundaries/ heterogeneous media influence
spreading and concentration of waves?

Dispersion = the property of a wave to spread out as times
goes by, while keeping its energy conserved.

� wave = an energy transport phenomenon
� the amount of energy carried by a wave is related to both the amplitude

of the wave and its position
� dispersion measures the decay of the amplitude of a wave.

Dispersive estimates are a quantitative version of this picture.



What is dispersion? Study dispersion in Rd

� Fundamental solution for the wave flow in Rt × R3:

1
4πt

δ(|x |− t)

⇒ in Rd , decay like t−
(d−1)

2 .

Smoothed out at large frequency λ and d ≥ 2 : decay like λ
d+1

2

t
d−1

2
.

For waves, this holds in Rd or on manifolds with-
out boundary as long as time is less than the in-
jectivity radius.

� Fundamental solution to the Schrödinger flow in Rt × R :

1
4π

√
t
ei |x|

2
4t

⇒ in Rd , decay like t− d
2 .



”Heuristical proof” of dispersion in Rd (for waves)

� The data: Dirac δx=x0 spectrally localised at frequency λ:

u0(x) = λd
�

Rd
eiλξ(x−x0)χ(|ξ|)dξ

is concentrated in the ball B(x0,λ−1);

� The corresponding wave flow eit
√
−∆(δx=x0) at time t > 0,

u(x , t) = λd
�

Rd
eiλt|ξ|χ(|ξ|)eiλξ(x−x0)dξ

”lives” in S(t , x0,λ
−1) = {y ∈ Rd | dist(y , |x − x0| = t) ≤ λ−1};

� Using energy conservation (for t = 1)

�λd IB(x0,λ−1)�L2 � �u0�L2 � �u(t = 1)�L2 � �CIS(t,x0,λ−1)�L2

we obtain C = λ
d+1

2 .



What about dispersion on domains WITH boundary ?

� The possible dispersive estimates should reflect the geometry
of the domain and especially its boundary.

� A caustic/cluster point/ singularity (where light is singularly
intense) in the WF should yield losses in dispersion.

� What about diffractive effects ???



State of the art : general boundary (1990-2010)

∼ 1980 Propagation of singularities - approximate solutions [Melrose
& Taylor], [Eskin] - microlocal energy methods [Melrose & Sjöstrand], [Ivrii]

1990 − 2010 Ad-hoc methods; reduction to the boundary-less case
with Lipschitz metric across an interface. [(Blair-)Smith-Sogge; Seeger;
Staffilani-Tataru; Koch-Tataru; Smith-Tataru; Burq-Lebeau-Planchon; Planchon-Vega;
Anton, etc ]

� may handle any boundary (higher order tangency points ...)

� BUT blind by design to the full effect of dispersion !
(reduces to wave packets which cross the boundary only once)



State of the art : strictly convex boundary (since 2010)

� For d = 3, bound like 1
t1−1/4 instead of 1

t like in R3. More general:

at large frequency λ and d ≥ 2, decay like λ
d+1

2

t
d−1

2
× (λt) 1

4

� first result describing exactly the amplitude of the wave over infinitely
many reflections ⇒ for the wave equation, the mathematical
landscape is now well understood inside a general strictly convex
domain [Ivanovici, Lascar, Lebeau & Planchon, 2014-2018] ;

� For the Schrödinger equation not much is known yet...
(but will be coming soon)



State of the art: concave boundary (since 2017)

� No geometric singularities in the wavefront...

� BUT strong diffractive effects! [Ivanovici & Lebeau, 2018]

� At the ”Poisson spot” : decay like λ
d+1

2

t
d−1

2
× λ

d−3
3 , for t � λ1/3.

� for wave and Schrödinger equations, the mathematical landscape is
now well understood



Open : SHARP estimates for general boundary

OPEN (and hard to deal with...)
� diffractive effects for higher order tangency points : can we have

stronger focalization outside a (non strictly) convex obstacle in R3?

� general bounded domains: huge problems when curvature changes its
sign... classify the type and order of caustics that may appear; saddle
like boundary ? NO model to start with!

� Schrödinger equation: main hurdle = ”infinite” speed of propagation;

� further: concentration of Laplace eigenfunctions (spectral projectors
estimates);

� ...



From a bouncing ping-pong ball to Lindelöf Hypothesis

� Lindelöf Hypothesis: the rate of growth of the Riemann ζ function:

ζ(
1
2
+ iT ) = O(T �), � > 0.

[Lindelöf, 1908] : 1
4 , [Hardy-Littlewood, ?] : 1

6 , [Bombieri-Iwaniec, 1986] : 9
56 , [Huxley, Koleskin, 1993], then

[Huxley, 2005] : 32
205 ; Best known result : [Bourgain, 2017] : 13

84 = 1
6 − 1

84

� This is the same as showing exponential sums estimates of the form
���
�

k�λ

eiTf (k/λ)
��� � CT �λ1/2, � > 0; (f (x) = xα or f (x) = log(x))

� Schrödinger 1D with potentiel in {x ≥ 0} describes the quantum
version of a bouncing ping-pong ball

ih∂t v − h2∂2
xx v + xv = 0, x > 0; v |x=0 = 0.

� spectral decomposition ek (x ; h) = fk Ai(h−2/3x − ωk ), λk (h) = h2/3ωk

GPingPong(t , x , a; h) =
�

k

ei t
h λk (h)ek (x ; h)ek (a; h).

� sharp dispersion bounds for GPingPong ⇒ Lindelöf for the particular case
f (x) = x2/3 since ωk � k2/3 !



Airy-Poisson formula

A±(z) = e∓iπ/3Ai(e∓iπ/3z), Ai(−z) = A+(z) + A−(z),

L(ω) = π + i log
A−(ω)

A+(ω)
, for ω ∈ R .

� L is real analytic and strictly increasing ;

� Ai(−ωk ) = 0 iff L(ωk ) = 2πk and L�(ωk ) =
�∞

0 (Ai)2(x − ωk ) dx .

Lemma : In D�(Rω), one has

�

N∈Z
e−iNL(ω) = 2π

�

k∈N∗

1
L�(ωk )

δ(ω − ωk ) .

In other words, for φ(ω) ∈ C∞
0 ,

�

N∈Z

�
e−iNL(ω)φ(ω) dω = 2π

�

k∈N∗

�
1

L�(ωk )
φ(ωk ) .



Multimode optical fiber : understanding wave propagation

Understanding wave propagation: crucial in transmission systems.
� higher ”light-gathering” capacity than in a single mode fiber;
� larger core size → simplified connections, lower-cost electronics

� BUT caustic formation in a
circular optical fiber (a).

� (b) ray trajectory after a cut by a
small straight segment: the
caustic is destroyed due to the
chaotic motion.

source: Mortessagne (LPMC), ”Speckle statistics in a chaotic multimode fiber”.



Controllability : show that the optimal control operator is microlocal

� Optimal control operator (or HUM operator) = a control operator
(minimising the L2

t,x norm), which, for any initial data, provides a control
which brings back the solution to 0;

� construction → using HUM method (Russel & Lions)
under Bardos-Lebeau-Rauch geometric condition

� Question : what regularity do we get if we apply the HUM
operator on H1 × L2 to a more regular data ?

� Study the regularity of HUM operator :
� If NO boundary, it is an elliptic pseudo-differential operator

[Dehman & Lebeau, 2009];
� if non-empty boundary: its inverse is microlocal (using

[Melrose & Sjöstrand])
� Numeric simulations on domains with boundary:

it looks like a microlocal operator...
� To prove that: one needs

quantitative refinements of propagation of singularities


	Wavefront set

